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Abstract
In this paper, we explore the Reference-based Super-Resolution (RefSR) problem,
which aims to super-resolve a low definition (LR) input to a high definition (HR) output, given another HR reference image that shares similar viewpoint or capture time with
the LR input. We solve this problem by proposing a learning-based scheme, denoted as
RefSR-Net. Specifically, we first design a Cross-scale Correspondence Network (CCNet) to indicate the cross-scale patch matching between reference and LR image. The
CC-Net is formulated as a classification problem which predicts the correct matches
from the candidate patches within the search range. Using dilated convolution, the training and feature map generation are efficiently implemented. Given the reference patch
selected via CC-Net, we further propose a Super-resolution image Synthesis Network
(SS-Net) for the synthesis of the HR output, by fusing the LR patch and the reference
patch at multiple scales. Experiments on MPI Sintel Dataset and Light-Field (LF) video
dataset demonstrate our learned correspondence features outperform existing features,
and our proposed RefSR-Net substantially outperforms conventional single image SR
and exemplar-based SR approaches.

1

Introduction

Reference-based super-resolution (RefSR) is a new image super-resolution category appeared recently, which aims to super-resolve a low definition (LR) input image to a high
definition (HR) output, with a given HR reference image which shares similar viewpoint
or capture time with the LR input [2, 34, 41]. Because the given reference is very similar
to the high definition ground-truth of the LR input, the scale difference between the high
and low definition images is usually set to more than 8×. This kind of cross-scale image
c 2017. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
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super-resolution is crucial for compressive sensing of high definition visual contents, and
has been successfully demonstrated in light field reconstruction [2, 5, 24, 34] and gigapixel
video synthesis [41].
Even though a similar HR reference image is available, RefSR is still not a trivial task
because of two reasons. First, a precise correspondence between the LR-HR patch pairs is
highly desired for high quality super-resolution. In available RefSR [2, 35] or example-based
super-resolution methods [1, 4, 30, 31], the HR patches in the dictionary are required to be
down-sampled to match the features of LR patches. Such over-simplified feature extractor
loses some valuable information for building the correspondence between the LR-HR patch
pairs.
Second, based on the selected LR-HR correspondences, the RefSR should subsequently
synthesize realist HR output. Available methods select multiple best candidates from the HR
patch dictionary for linear combination. If quite a lot candidates are considered, the fusion
result will be too blurry to be perceptually real. If only one candidate is used for SR, such
method just simply use this HR patch as output prediction. That could lead to severe blocky
artifact, since it rarely happens that the exact desired HR patch can be found in the dictionary.
Against this backdrop, this paper proposes a learning-based cross-scale correspondence
scheme and a learning-based patch synthesis strategy for reference-based super-resolution.
For the correspondence scheme, we propose a robust Cross-scale Correspondence Network
(CC-Net) to learn the cross-scale correspondence without tedious hand-engineering steps
and without the down-sampling operation. Specifically, to align the LR input with the HR
reference, dense correspondence learning step is utilized for patch matching. Moreover,
to tackle the occlusion and mistake LR-HR matching, a feature masking is proposed in a
novel unsupervised fashion. For the super-resolution synthesis strategy, we propose a Superresolution image Synthesis Network (SS-Net) which takes advantage of the recent single
image SR (SISR) method [7, 17, 18, 21] providing strong internal statistics that could be
helpful to produce reasonable HR result with erroneous external HR samples. Quantitatively
and qualitatively, the experiments show the superior performance of these two networks
compared to the previous methods.

2

Related work

Image super-resolution is a typical inverse graphics problem. In literature, parametric approaches and exemplar-based approaches provide different insight into this problem. exemplarbased approaches rely on external dictionary for super-resolution. Specifically, [12] apply
nearest neighbour search on exemplar dictionary for generating high-resolution patches. [4]
applies manifold embedding for SR reconstruction. [1, 6, 30, 31] consequently applied varieties of manifold embedding schemes for linearly combining HR exemplar patches.
Recent works [2, 5, 24, 34, 35] further uses exemplar-base SR to handle the problem
of SR with reference image, which forms a new kind of super-resolution method using an
explicit reference. Especially, [2] apply the K-NN search [4] and non-local mean [3] for
combining patches. [34] further applied an iterative step for enriching the exemplar database.
[35] applied patch registration before nearest neighbor searching, and applied dictionary
learning for reconstruction.
Parametric approaches usually formulate SR process as a function which maps a LR
patch to a HR patch, and learn such mapping function by different function modeling.
Specifically, simple function [36, 40], decision tree [27], random forests [27, 28], Gaussian
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process regression [13] are proposed to predict HR patches given LR patches. In addition,
Sparse dictionary [19, 37, 38, 39, 43] is also used in the parametric way for super-resolution.
Recent advances in deep learning further boost the performance of parametric SR. [7, 8]
proposed a three layers convolutional neural network (CNN) for predicting HR image with
LR input. Furthermore, [9, 29] show that using transposed/sub-pixel convolution to learn
upsampling filter help to improve performance both in speed and accuracy. [18] proposed
a 20-layers deep CNN for predicting the bicubic upsampling error. [17] proposed deeplyrecursively convolutional network. Recently, [21] apply the residue network [14] for single
image super-resolution, which achieves the current state-of-the art results. Additionally,
[16, 26] also applied the residue network for image super-resolution.
With an explicit reference, the available examplar-based approaches utilizes the explicit,
task-related external dataset for super-resolution, thus they are able to achieve superior results compared to parametric SR approaches. Compared with the previous exemplar-based
and parametric approaches, the proposed Super-resolution Synthesis Network in our RefSR
can not only produce high quality HR results with the LR-HR patch pairs, but also generates
reasonable HR patches even with erroneous HR patch reference.
Finding visual correspondence is crucial for many applications such as optical-flow or
stereo-matching. For exemplar-based super-resolution, finding the cross scale patch correspondence (i.e., finding correspondence between LR patches and reference HR patches) is
also crucial. [4] proposed a widely used gradient feature for matching exemplar with an input LR patches. Specifically, the gradient feature of LR patches are extracted for measuring
L2 distance similarities between input and exemplar reference from external dictionary. This
matching solution is further used in single-image SR (SISR) [1, 30, 31], and SR for specific
system including hybrid imaging systems [2, 34, 35]. In contrast, our corresponding network
automatically learns feature embedding which is robust to occlusion and view parallax .

3

Cross-scale Correspondence Network (CC-Net)

In our RefSR-Net, the image correspondence between the HR reference image and the LR
target image is critical. While image correspondence that is usually formulated as feature
matching has been well studied in various works [11, 32, 42], existing approaches which
try to minimize average endpoint error metrics or average L2 distance error cannot serve
the end of super-resolution. Because with the increase of matching error distance, the correspondence patch provides much less information (such as high-frequency details) for SR
reconstruction.
Instead of minimizing the average L2 distance error, we regard the feature learning as
a classification problem. Given an input LR patch and a larger area of reference patch, our
network outputs the feature (feature map) of them for computing a matching probability
map, denoting the matched sub-patch in the reference patch. Concretely, we apply two
dilated convolutions networks on the bi-linearly up-sampled LR image and HR image for
extracting pixel-level dense feature.
Note that unlike typical dense prediction networks with skip-connection [11, 23], a
dilated convolution network does not contain downsampling/up-sampling building block
which incurs spatial ambiguity. Thus, it is able to achieve precise translation equivariance,
which is beneficial for extracting spatial sensitive features maps. The two dilated networks
share the same network structure and parameters. As shown in Table 1, our network contains
six dilated convolution layers and one final 1 × 1 convolutional layer. Batch normalization
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Layer
Kernel Channel Dilation Receptive field
conv1 + BN
3×3
16
1
3×3
conv2 + BN
3×3
32
1
5×5
conv3 + BN
3×3
64
2
9×9
conv4 + BN
3×3
64
4
17 × 17
conv5 + BN
3×3
64
8
33 × 33
conv6 + BN
3×3
128
16
65 × 65
fc
1×1
256
1
65 × 65
Table 1: The network architecture for feature extraction.
[15] is used for the dilated convolution layers. In Section 5.1, we also explore different
strategies for upsampling the LR inputs and different weight sharing strategies.
In training stage, given a bi-linearly up-sampled LR image and the HR reference image,
we first randomly sample central position (x, y) ∈ {(8 ∗ m + 1, 8 ∗ n + 1)|m, n ∈ 0, 1, 2, ...} for
cropping the 65 LR patch. With correspondence ground truth, a 192 ∗ 192 patch from HR
reference image centered at the corresponding location is selected. Afterward, LR feature
f and a 129 × 129 feature maps gi, j are computed. Afterwards, inner-product is used for
computing the correspondence matching score si, j = hf , gi, j i. Consequently, a 2-D softmax
layer is applied to compute the matching probability pi, j = esi, j / ∑i, j esi, j . Finally, the loss
function is defined by
L = − ∑ qi, j log pi, j ,
(1)
i, j

which denotes the cross entropy between p and q, and qi, j is the one-hot matrix that represents the ground-truth flow. Regarding the testing stage, the correspondence is calculated
by finding the maximum inner product response s between the feature of a LR patch and its
corresponding HR features. However, we use the search range of 100 instead of 64 in testing
stage, which helps to deal with large displacement.

4

Super-resolution Synthesis Network (SS-Net)

Recent works on single image SR using deep learning, such as [7, 18, 21] have pushed
the performance of SR a great leap. However, RefSR with deep learning still remains unexplored. In this section, we propose a fusion network, denoted as Super-resolution Synthesis Network (SS-Net), which takes advantages of both the state-of-the-art single image
super-resolution techniques and available information from a corresponding reference patch
extracted using the trained CC-Net. Specifically, as shown in Fig. 1, SS-Net consists of a
LR Feature Extraction Module which is pre-trained on ImageNet, a HR Feature Extraction
Module for extracting multiple scales feature from the HR reference patches, and a prediction
module which fuses the LR image features with reference image features for SR prediction.
LR Feature Extraction Module encodes the representation of LR patch. As shown in Figure 1(a), our LR feature extraction module is derived from SRResNet [21]. Concisely, the
SRResNet relies on a sequential of 16 convolutional residue blocks following skip connection for extracting low-resolution feature map, and 2 ×2 upsampling block for outputting SR
image. Different from SRResNet, we replace the sub-pixel upsampling layer with the nearest neighbour upsampling layer (denoted by SRResNet + NN). The network is pretrained on
ImageNet for ×4 super-resolution following the same setting of SRResNet. Afterward the
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(a) The LR feature extraction module

(b) The HR feature encoding module (upper part) and the prediction module (lower part).

Figure 1: Illustration of Super-resolution Synthesis Network (SS-Net).
weights are frozen, and our LR feature extraction module utilizes the pretrained SRResNet +
NN (without upsampling blocks) for extracting the feature representation of LR patch. Note
that in principle the LR feature extraction module in SS-Net can be directly trained without
pretraining. However, since the model capacity of LR feature extraction network (16 residue
blocks) is too large for the MPI Sintel dataset and LF Video Dataset, we instead use the large
ImageNet to train the LR feature extraction network.
HR Feature Extraction Module consists a convolutional layer following three feature extraction blocks, in which a convolution layer is followed by a stride 2 max pooling layer.
Given an input high-resolution patch xHR , the output feature map of the first convolutional
(0)
(1)
(2)
(3)
layer FHR , and the feature map of each conv + pooling block FHR , FHR , FHR extract HR image feature at resolution scale {1, 12 , 41 , 81 } respectively. The HR Feature Extraction Module
is illustrated in the upper part of Figure 1(b).
(0)
(1)
After the extraction of the LR feature FLR and the multiple scale HR features FHR , FHR ,
(2)
(3)
FHR , FHR , the Prediction module subsequently performs feature fusion from scale 3 to scale
0, and output the final SR image prediction. Specifically, the fused feature map at scale i (for
i = {0, 1, 2, 3}) is defined by

(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)

 ML = relu((FLR , FHR ) ∗Wmask ), M (3) = sig(ML ),


 F (3) = δ ((F , F (3) M (3) ) ∗W (3) ),
LR HR
f use
f use
(2)
(i)
(i+1) ), F (i) , ⇑ (M (i+1) )) ∗W (i) ), M (i) = sig(M (i) ),

M
=
relu((SP(F

L
HR
L
L
mask


 F (i) = δ ((⇑ (F (i+1) ), F (i) M (i) ) ∗W (i) ),
i = {0, 1, 2}
HR

f use

(k)

f use

(k)

(k)

where at scale k, ML is the 2-D mask confidence for masking HR feature FHR , and Ff use
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represents the fused feature map. The operation ∗ stands for convolution and stands for
element wise matrix multiplication. δ (·) and relu(·) denote the sigmoid function and therectified linear function. SP(·) is ×2 sub-pixel upsampling functions [29] that are parameterized
by trainable convolutional kernels, and the⇑ (·) stands for ×2 nearest neighbour upsampling
function. The lower part of Figure 1(b) gives a detailed illustration of the prediction module.
As the SS-Net employs a patch-wise prediction scheme, indicating that for every overlapping 8 × 8 LR patch the prediction network outputs a 64 × 64 HR prediction, the Sliding
Windows Fusion is necessary. In [2], an simple averaging is performed among the overlapping patches. Following the same setting, we test this fusion strategy for our prediction
network. However, the weighted averaging is utilized for our fusion scheme. Specifically,
the intermediate mask at scale 0, M (0) is designed for masking features in occlusion regions, where the values near 0 indicate occlusion (As illustrated in Figure 1(b)). Therefore,
we additionally employ a weighted averaging scheme which utilizes M (0) for indicating the
(0)
occlusion regions. More specifically, Mi represents the mask produced by LR patch i.
We first smooth the masks with Gaussian kernel G(σ ) to produce the confidence weights
(0)
Oi = Mi ∗ G(3). For every pixel in the output image, weighted averaging is applied using
the weights of the smoothed masks Oi . The radius of the smoothing kernel is set to σ = 3
(0)
empirically as 1 pixel in Ff use correspond a receptive field of size 5 ∗ 5 in final predictions.

5

Experiment

Dataset To learn robust feature representation, it is crucial that the training correspondence
contain rich variations, such as lighting, geometric changes and occlusions. In this paper, we
use MPI Sintel Flow Dataset for training the CC-Net and the SS-Net. The MPI Sintel training
set contains 1041 image frames from 23 different clip videos with optical flow ground truth.
The MPI Sintel testing set contains a total of 564 frames from 12 clips. We further divide
the training set into a subset of 956 images for model training and a subset of 85 images for
validation. Data augmentation by randomly rotating the image by {0, 90, 180, 270} degree is
applied. Furthermore, by randomly offsetting the HR image by (i, j) pixel (0 ≤ i, j < 8) and
then perform the down-sampling, the HR image with its corresponding LR image is further
augmented by a factor of 64. The HR frame is taken as reference image, while the LR version
of the next frame is taken as input image, for finding correspondence and super-resolution.

5.1

Cross-scale Correspondence Network (CC-Net)

Training For training the correspondence network, the LR images is bi-linearly upsampled
to the same scale as the HR reference image. During training, 65 × 65 patches are random
sampled from the upsampled LR images. Using the optical-flow ground truth, the larger
193 × 193 patches from reference images are sampled accordingly. The 2-D softmax layer
output 129 × 129 matrices which represent the matching probability.
All the correspondence network are trained by Adam [20] with mini-batch size 16 and
learning rate of 0.001 for the first 30K iterations. The learning rate is optionally set to
0.00005 to further train the network for additional 20K iterations.
Different training schemes Figure 2 compares the impact of different training schemes. In
the figure, the Siamese represents when weight sharing is applied on two streams of net-
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works, where as the Pseudo-siamese represents when two streams of networks do not share
weights. Different interpolation schemes for interpolating the LR input, such as bilinear
and SRResNet + NN + sliding (as discussed in Section 5.2) are also tested. Figure 2 shows
siamese network outperforms the pseudo-siamese network. We also found that despite SRResNet + NN + sliding output interpolation reconstruction with much higher precision in
terms of PSNR measurement, such output is not suitable for the cross-scale correspondence
task. That is because some spatial clue for learning robust correspondence is lost.
200
Siamese bilinear
Pseudo-siamese bilinear
Siamese SRResNet_NN_sliding

150
100
50
0

0

1

2

3

4

iteration

5
×10

5

Figure 2: Training loss comparison for different weight sharing schemes and input schemes.
The horizontal and vertical axis represent training iteration and training error respectively.
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Figure 3: Left: Cross-scale matching accuracy under different threshold error distance on
MPI dataset. The horizontal and vertical axis represent threshold error distance and matching
accuracy respectively. Right: Matching visualization depicts the offset (in pixels) of matched
position from ground-truth position, upper: CC-Net, lower: PatchMatch [4]
Evaluation We validate the performance of our cross correspondence network (denoted by
CC-Net) by computing the matching accuracy with different threshold error distance. In
comparisons, a widely used feature [4] (denoted by PatchMatch) for exemplar-based SR
[2], the denseSIFT feature [22], the ZNCC feature [10] is also evaluated. Additionally,
we explored a the variant of dense SIFT feature and ZNCC feature, which take the bicubic
downsampled and upsampled reference image as input, instead of the HR reference image
(denoted by denseSIFT_blurry and ZNCC_blurry).
Figure 3 compares different schemes by showing accuracy changing with the different
threshold error distance. As showed in Figure 3, CC-Net substantially outperforms the rest
approaches when threshold error distance are in range of [0, 6] pixels. We also the observe
denseSIFT_blurry and ZNCC_blurry improves the results of denseSIFT and ZNCC by large
margin; ZNCC_blurry slightly outperform PatchMatch feature. The matching accuracy of
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all approaches under threshold error distance in range [0, 7] are shown also in Table 2. 1 For
finding exact matching (threshold error distance = 0), CC-Net outperforms the second best
approaches by 6.9.
Methods
≤0
≤1
≤2
≤4
≤5
≤6
denseSIFT [22]
0.2%
1.0%
2.6%
6.1%
7.65% 8.92%
ZNCC [10]
23.1% 45.4% 60.3% 71.9% 75.1% 76.5%
denseSIFT_blurry 16.0% 28.2% 36.9% 47.0% 49.4% 50.9%
ZNCC_blurry
36.7% 55.1% 66.3% 75.3% 80.3% 81.3%
PatchMatch [4]
35.3% 56.5% 65.6% 74.4% 77.9% 79.8%
CC-Net (ours)
43.6% 65.0% 72.0% 78.5% 81.3% 81.9%
Table 2: Cross-scale correspondence matching accuracy on MPI Sintel validation set under
different threshold error distance.
The mismatching pattern of CC-Net and PatchMatch is also shown in the right part of
Figure 3, where the horizontal and vertical axis represent offset from ground-truth matching
position respectively, and color represent matching point density (blue to red means small to
large density). The CC-Net has more condensed matching pattern.

5.2

Super-resolution Synthesis Network (SS-Net)

SISR network We use the SRResNet [21] trained on ILSVRC2012 [25] training set as the
baseline network for extracting LR feature. Apart from it, we replace the sub-pixel convolution layers in SRResNet with x2 nearest neighbor upsampling layers for feature upsampling,
which result in an additional SISR network (denoted as SRResNet + NN). In additional, we
also test the sliding windows version of SRResNet_NN (SRResNet + NN + sliding) with
stride size = 2, and patch size = 24.
Single image based Methods
Sintel LF video
bicubic
30.59
30.32
SRCNN [7]
32.93
31.24
VDSR [18]
33.59
31.65
SRResNet [21]
33.15
31.40
SRResNet [21] + NN
33.68
31.72
SRResNet [21] + NN + sliding
33.75
31.80
Exemplar based Methods
Sintel LF video
PatchMatch [2]
35.72
37.96
RefSR (CC-net+SS-Net, ours) 38.03
38.88
Table 3: Average PSNR comparison of 552 images in MPI Sintel testing set and 268 images
in LF video testing set.
The SR reconstruction result on MPI Sintel testing set is shown in the lower part of
Table 3. In comparisons, SR reconstruction result of bicubic, SRCNN [7], VDSR [18]
is also listed. The table clearly shows SRResNet + NN based approach (33.68 and 33.75)
outperforms the rest ones (VDSR 33.59). This is because as SRResNet based network utilize
residue network for learning deeper representation.
On MPI Sintel dataset, the SRResNet + NN outperforms SRResNet. This is probably
due to the images in MPI Sintel dataset are less sharper compared to ImageNet images, and
1 Note when error distance becomes large, reference patch provides much less information for SR reconstruction.
The matching accuracy under large threshold error distance is therefore not shown in Table 2.
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the SRResNet + NN trend to output less sharper feature map and output image compared
to SRResNet. The sliding window version of SRResNet + NN slightly outperform the full
convolutional SRResNet + NN. We conjecture that for SRResNet + NN, statics discrepancy
between training and testing exists due to the zero padding is applied on different size of
inputs, where as the SRResNet + NN + sliding remedy such statics discrepancy.
Besides, we also test our result on LF video dataset [33]. The LF video dataset contains
1080 light field images for training and 270 light field images for testing. Unlike MPI Sintel, the LF video dataset does not provide the ground truth correspondence. Therefore, we
directly apply the CC-Net that is trained on MPI Sintel dataset for extracting HR reference
patches, and then use the LF video dataset to train the SS-Net. For training the SS-Net, we
randomly select LR and reference image from the 8 × 8 LF grid at different positions. While
for testing, we select LR image at position (3,3) and reference image at (0,0) for RefSR. As
shown in Table 3, we also observe improvement of SRResNet + NN + sliding over SRResNet + NN and SRResNet on the LF video dataset. Furthermore, our RefSR achieves 28.72
average PSNR, outperforming PatchMatch by a margin of 0.92 on this real image dataset.
Training Our network is trained with 64 × 8 × 8 LR feature of SRResNet + NN + sliding,
a 64 × 64 correspondence HR patch and a 64 × 64 HR ground truth as input. In practice,
randomly generating samples is inefficient, as it requires computing correspondence feature
map for every 65 × 65 upsampled LR patch and 265 × 265 reference patch (we use 100 as
search range). In our experiment, we compute 4 correspondence feature maps for every 100
iterations, where as for each iteration, we randomly sample LR patches and compute corresponding HR patches using the pre-computed correspondence feature maps. The network is
trained with Adam [20] with mini-batch size 8, learning rate 0.0001 for 30K iterations.

Figure 4: From left to right is ground-truth, bicubic interpolation, SRCNN [7], VDSR [18],
our SRResNet + NN + sliding, PatchMatch [2], our CC-Net + SS-Net.
Evaluation We evaluate the results of RefSR-Net on the MPI Sintel testing set, and compare
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with representative single image SR approaches such as bicubic interpolation, SRCNN [7],
VDSR [18] and SRResNet based models, as well as exemplar-based SR approach PatchMatch [2] in Table 2. Figure 4 and 5 further depict the visual comparisons in testing clips
among different methods.

Figure 5: From left to right is ground-truth, bicubic interpolation, SRCNN [7], VDSR [18],
our SRResNet + NN + sliding, PatchMatch [2], our CC-Net + SS-Net.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we preposed the learning-based RefSR scheme for cross-scale image superresolution. Our method is devided into two components, i.e., a learning-based cross-scale
correspondence and a learning-based patch synthesis. Experimental results on super-resolution
of image using the temporal precedent frame as reference demonstrate the state-of-the-art
performance of the proposed method.
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